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Abstract. In this paper we present smARt.assembly – a projectionbased augmented reality (AR) assembly assistance system for industrial
applications. Our system projects digital guidance information in terms
of picking information and assembly data into the physical workspace of a
user. By using projections, we eliminate the use of smart glasses that have
drawbacks such as a limited field of view or low wearing comfort. With
smARt.assembly, users are able to assemble products without previous
knowledge and without any other assistance.
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Introduction

Current production systems are characterized by a very high degree of automation. However, a full automation of all production processes is not feasible.
Changing markets cause product life cycles to become shorter and shorter. In
addition, there is a shift from mass production to mass customization. Changing
customer requirements result in mass customization where products have to be
produced with a lot size of one [10]. These changes require a flexible production
process where manual work will still be necessary. Workers at manual assembly
stations (shown in Fig. 1) usually perform the manual tasks hand in hand with
machines. Consequently, there will still be a place for humans during assembly
in the production process of the future.
Embedding a manual assembly station into the production process results in
high requirements for the worker. Due to mass customization, even two consecutive products can be completely diﬀerent. This can result in highly demanding
tasks for the worker, causing lower productivity and higher error rates. Due to
a low availability of trained workers and concepts such as job rotation, training
for the product assembly is required. However, training costs time and money,
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Fig. 1. Typical manual assembly station as part of a production line.

withdraws the worker from production, and is less applicable in case of ever
changing products. An assistance system might also be used to support the
worker at a manual assembly station, for example to train temporary workers
in phases of high demand, in mass customization scenarios where exhaustive
training of workers is diﬃcult, for elderly people (whose quantity increases due
to the demographic change [12]), or impaired workers that might need assistance
during assembly due to various kinds of cognitive or motor skill impairments [13].
In previous research and industrial work, Augmented Reality (AR) assistance
systems with smart glasses have been proposed as a way of training and assisting users, e.g. [5,9,17,18,20,21]. However, systems with smart glasses often have
drawbacks. First, the glasses currently available have limited wearing comfort
due to the high weight of the electronic equipment, which makes them unsuitable for a workers’ eight-hour shift. Second, people that require optical aids
would either need a special version of the smart glasses (resulting in very high
expenses) or need to rely on contact lenses. Wearing smart glasses in combination with prescription glasses is usually not an option. Third, the field of view is
often reduced when wearing smart glasses, as described in [9]. To overcome these
issues, we created smARt.assembly – an AR system that guides users through the
steps of a manual assembly process by projecting digital artifacts into the physical space. This system has been developed as part of the SmartFactoryOWL –
a factory for research purposes that aims on evaluating concepts and ideas for
future manufacturing facilities [7]. Having presented first ideas in [4], we now
show how smARt.assembly could support users with manual assembly tasks in
future, without requiring smart glasses and with minimal installation eﬀort on
existing assembly stations.
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Related Work

A large body of research has been done on the broad field of AR (e.g. [2,3,8,
17,20]). In this paper, we present the related work regarding two fields, which
our work has been based on: projection-based (spatial) AR and AR assistance
systems in industrial manufacturing.
2.1

Projection-Based Augmented Reality

Projection-based AR allows projecting digital artifacts on existing surfaces. The
device itself can be much smaller than the area of the projection surface, which
is an advantage in comparison with other approaches like normal displays – this
even allows spanning whole rooms [11]. Today’s broad availability and low costs
make them an interesting choice for AR systems. Besides the early work of CruzNeira et al. on projections for virtual reality [6], one of the first uses of projectionbased AR was the Luminous Room by Underkoﬄer et al. [22]. They built a
room where both projection and image capturing was possible for all surfaces.
Based on the room, they developed multiple use case examples for projectionbased AR. The general issue with projection-based AR is the projection onto
heterogenic surfaces. To cover this issue, cameras can be used in combination
with the projector to implement a feedback loop, as demonstrated in the work of
Jones et al. [11]. The information gathered by a depth-camera is used to prepare
the image before projection in such a way, that it is correctly displayed after
projection. An alternative solution is to use multiple projectors which all have
diﬀerent focus planes [14]. However, this approach is limited in case of complex
geometry requiring many diﬀerent focus planes. In industrial applications, Otto
et al. [16] have used projections to augment floor surfaces to visualize layouts of
assembly stations. While being inspired by the mentioned work, we focus on the
case of giving assistance to untrained workers using projection-based AR.
2.2

Augmented Reality Assistance Systems

In current industrial practice, assembly instructions are often provided on paper
or by a computer assisted instruction (CAI) system.
Assembly Support. Among others, Tang et al. [21] have shown that an AR
manual on smart glasses is superior compared to paper manuals or CAI systems
in terms of required mental eﬀort as well as in the quality in terms of a reduced
error rate. Billinghurst et al. [2] present a system for assembly with the help of
AR presentations on mobile devices. Similarly, Gorecky et al. [8] developed an
AR assembly assistance that uses tablets to show the instructions. While the
mentioned works focus on the assembly, in industrial applications the picking of
the relevant parts is also part of the manufacturing process. There are assistance
systems for picking of parts that can be grouped into the following two concepts:
Pick-by-Light and Pick-by-Vision systems.
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For Pick-by-Light systems, a light is attached to every slot in a rack. The light
indicates which part to pick next, in some systems combined with a number that
displays the amount of parts to be picked. Proximity sensors attached to each slot
can trigger the next light [9]. Pick-by-Light systems require a physical installation
on the manual assembly station and therefore make the system inflexible and
static. While these systems provide a good and spatial feedback to the user,
they are expensive and are only economically in small installations with a high
turnover [1].
Pick-by-Vision systems usually use smart glasses to display a picking highlight in the users’ field of view. A build-in camera can be used for optical tracking
to determine the users’ point of view. One advantage is that no installation to
the rack is required and a broader area can be used with one device [9]. From
the domain of warehouse order picking there has been work on AR support for
picking, e.g. Weaver et al. [23] showed that picking with smart glasses is much
faster than picking based on paper instructions or audio signals.
Combined Picking and Assembly Support. While previous work on AR
assembly usually omitted the picking, pick-by-vision systems with assembly support have been presented. For example, Paelke [17] presents an AR system that
not only focuses on the assembly but also includes the picking step in the AR
application based on smart glasses. The drawbacks of this specific smart glasses
approach are described in [18].
While all of the listed assistance systems use smart glasses, we focus on the
use of projection-based AR for combined picking and assembly assistance. While
previous work has shown that AR applications with smart glasses are very useful
in the industrial context of manual assembly, we believe that presenting the same
information as a projection is superior to smart glasses, since projection-based
AR eliminates some of the drawbacks, such as a lack of comfort and limited field
of view.

3

smARt.assembly

With smARt.assembly we show an AR-supported manual assembly station that
uses projection-based AR to project virtual artifacts into the physical space. Two
types of information are projected into the users’ workspace: picking information
in terms of highlighting the box, where the next part is located and assembly
information for each of the assembly steps.
The highlighting on the box is realized by multiple nested white rectangles
that are animated and move towards the center of the related label of the boxes.
The presentation was created in multiple prototype iterations and was chosen for
two reasons: First, it was the most visible presentation on the multicolored box
labels; second, the evaluation of earlier prototypes showed that the animations
successfully catches the users’ attention, even if the box is not in their focus.
The highlighting can be seen in Fig. 2(a).

smARt.Assembly
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The assembly steps are shown on a white panel on the right side of the
assembly stations. With this projection surface of a size of 30 cm × 20 cm, each
assembly step is shown individually. The presentation for one assembly step
itself is a 2D image taken from a digital 3D model. The presentation shows
the current work piece including the next part to mount, where the next part
to mount is highlighted. Each of the 2D images is turned in a way that the
new part to mount is clearly visible. The way of presenting the information was
also developed over multiple iterations. Our evaluations of the first iterations
indicated that the projection onto a surface located at the side of the station
is superior to a presentation in the center, since assembly instructions do not
overlap with the actual working space. The presentation can be seen in Fig. 2(b).

Fig. 2. Presentation of (a) picking information and (b) assembly instruction.

The projector for the installation is mounted above the head of the user
(Fig. 3) and very close to the assembly station, so that information can be projected right onto the workstations without disturbing the user and without casting shadows from the user on the work area.
When using our current prototype, users have to indicate the next step manually to the system. For this purpose, we use foot pedals with two buttons: one
for the next step and one for the previous step. With this approach we enable
users to switch forward and backward, without having to move their hands away
from the current work piece. We are currently investigating other input methods like gesture control or computer vision to improve the interaction with the
system from an ergonomic perspective by eliminating the foot pedals.
To cope with changing products or changing production environments the
system has to be flexible. A configuration mode allows to change the spatial
location of the assembly instructions and to adapt the system to diﬀerent box
layouts. Therefore the system can easily be attached to existing racks or be
adapted to changes in the setup.
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Implementation

For the manual assembly station that is presented here we had to cover a projection area of approximately 100 cm × 60 cm, where the boxes are arranged in
three rows, with either a size of 12 cm × 18 cm or 6 cm × 18 cm. It comes with
a flat projection surface (see Fig. 3). However, a real world assembly station
comes with a more complex arrangement to fit the users ergonomic needs, in
the future we also want to support such configurations. Since the projector must
not obstruct the users’ view on the assembly station, nor should the user cast
shadows from the projector onto the assembly station, the projector had to be
mounted very close to the rack. We used the Optoma GT670 projector that has
a very small throw ratio of 0.52, a resolution of 1280 × 800 (WXGA) and has
keystone correction up to 40◦ , which fitted our purpose very well. The main
issues of projectors in an assembly assistance scenario are the brightness of the
projected image and the lifetime of the devices. For our prototype we choose
a traditional lamp based projector, however the lifetime of the lamp is limited,
resulting in additional maintenance time and costs. Other technologies, such as
LED or laser projectors, are better suited for long running scenarios and come
with warranty for 24/7 operation. The projector is attached to a PC running
Microsoft Windows 7 and the software was developed in C++ using the Metaio
SDK [15].

Fig. 3. Prototype of projection-based AR assembly station, with the projector attached
above the users’ head.
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Evaluation

In our ongoing study we focus on the usability of our presented assistance system
for manual assembly and compare it with a previous prototype of an AR-based
assistance system with smart glasses. The previous system has been presented
in [19]. Within our study, participants are asked to assemble two out of three
LEGO sets, which each consists of 18–19 bricks. The participants have to build
each of the sets without prior knowledge and training. Each participant has
to build one set with smARt.assembly and one set with smart glasses (withinsubject-design). The build order is randomly selected as well as the LEGO set to
be build is assigned randomly, always by making sure that no participant builds
two identical sets. The time for the build process is monitored and errors in
picking and in the build process are observed and logged. After the assembly of
the two sets the participants fill out a survey asking the participants to classify
statements about usefulness and joyfulness of the two approaches on a LikertScale. The participants were recruited at our university, resulting in eight male
participants, aged 21–30 yr. (average 24.25 yr.), who all are students.
While the study is still ongoing, the results of the first eight participants are
promising. The study clearly shows that the assembly time per step are lower
for smARt.assembly compared with the previous system based on smart glasses.
Participants in the study took between 5.4 s and 14.4 s (average: 9.3 s) with
smARt.assembly, which is half the time compared with the previous prototype
that resulted in a range between 13.9 s and 32.9 s (average: 24.4 s).
In the same way the results for the error rate was influenced by the technology
used: while users had an average picking error rate of 10.1 % with smart glasses,
with smARt.assembly not a single participants made a picking error. When it
comes to the assembly process, the results were all free of errors when using
smARt.assembly, while we observed one participant with a build error when
using the smart glasses in the study. The study is ongoing and we will evaluate
more participants to be able to prove that the results are significant. Futhermore,
we will also present the results of the survey at a later point. For now, we can
state that most of the participants showed excitement about this presentation
of assembly instructions and expressed this exitement in the survey as well.

6

Conclusion

With smARt.assembly we presented a projection-based AR system that helps
untrained workers to assemble products without any previous knowledge or trainings. The system shows both picking information for the next part to assemble
as well as assembly instructions in the physical workspace of the user.
Even though a formal evaluation of the system is not part of this paper, we
presented some first insights into our ongoing evaluation. We are currently continuing our user study that compares various presentation techniques, such as
smart glasses, projection-based AR, and paper manuals in the context of industrial manufacturing. While doing this study, many people did already work with
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the smARt.assembly system presented in this paper and showed already promising results: Compared to our previous prototype with smart glasses [19], the
projection-based system seem to be much more robust with respect to changing
light conditions. The ongoing evaluation indicates that users working with the
projection-based instructions are able to assemble products faster and with a
lower error rate, compared to the system based on smart glasses. Furthermore,
users working with smARt.assembly showed excitement about this presentation
of assembly instructions. All users have been able to assemble the products
without any previous knowledge about the assembly steps, just by following
the guidance given by our system. We will continue our study to get more and
significant results about the impact of diﬀerent presentation techniques.
In addition to the ongoing evaluation, future work could contain an integration of other input modalities into the assembly station, such as gesture control
or computer vision technologies for the detection of the obtained step as well as
a mean for quality control.
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